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All information in this document is provided in confidence between the two parties and shall not 
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Statement of Confidentiality – WFTCloud © 2014 

 
1. Proprietary Information. Nothing in any other Confidentiality agreement between the parties shall be deemed to abrogate the parties’ 

Confidentiality obligations hereunder. The parties agree to disclose to each other and their respective Representatives in confidence certain 

confidential and proprietary information and material, which may include, without limitation, data, reports, interpretations, forecasts, 

records and information concerning Business’s relationships with third parties such as vendors, customers and clients (the “Information”). 

2. Confidentiality. Parties agree the Information provided by the disclosing party (“Disclosing Party”), whether in written, oral, encoded, graphic, 

magnetic, electronic or in any other tangible or intangible form, and whether or not labeled as confidential, shall be received and maintained 

in confidence by the receiving party (“Receiving Party”). The Receiving Party agrees not to use, disclose, reproduce or dispose of any of such 

Information in any manner except as provided herein. 

3. Use of Information and Injunctive Relief. Receiving Party agrees to use the Information only for the purposes of the Customer Agreement 

and agrees to restrict disclosure of the Information solely to its Representatives who have a need to know such Information and who have 

agreed to be bound by terms and conditions substantially similar to this Agreement. Receiving Party agrees to use at least commercially 

reasonable means to safeguard the Information. Receiving Party recognizes that its disclosure of Information will give rise to irreparable 

injury, inadequately compensable in damages, and that, accordingly, Disclosing Party may seek and obtain injunctive relief against the breach 

of the within undertakings, in addition to any other available legal remedies. 

4. Ownership of the Information. Disclosing Party retains title to its Information and all copies thereof. Receiving Party hereby acknowledges 

that the Information is proprietary to the Disclosing Party. Further, Receiving Party represents that it has no agreement with any other party 

that would preclude its compliance with this Agreement. 

5. No Confidentiality Duty for Public Information. The obligation of confidentiality shall not apply with respect to any particular portion of the 

Information if: (i) it is in the public domain at the time of communication thereof; (ii) it enters the public domain through no fault of Receiving 

Party subsequent to the time of its communication; (iii) it was in Receiving Party’s possession, free of any obligation of confidence, at the 

time of its communication; (iv) it was rightfully communicated to Receiving Party free of any obligation of confidence subsequent to the time 

of communication. 

6. No Solicitation. In consideration of the Information being furnished to the Receiving Party, it agrees that, during the Term of his Agreement 

or within twelve (12) months thereafter, neither it nor any of its affiliates or Representatives who are involved herein, will solicit to employ 

any of the employees of WFTCloud. 

7. Return of Information. Upon expiration or termination of this Customer Agreement, the Receiving Party will deliver to Disclosing Party all 

tangible copies of the Information, including but not limited to magnetic or electronic media containing the Information, note(s) and 

papers(s) in whatever form containing the Information or parts thereof, and any other copies of the Information in whatever form, which 

are in its or its Affiliates’ possession. WFTCloud, at its sole option, may request in writing that Customer destroy all such copies of the 

Information. If WFTCloud requests that such Information be destroyed, Customer will destroy the Information and, within ten (10) days of 

the notice from WFTCloud to destroy the Information, will certify in writing to WFTCloud that the Information has been completely 

destroyed. 

8. Survival. The duty of the parties hereunder to be bound by their obligation of confidentiality under this Agreement regarding the Information 

shall survive the termination of this Agreement, notwithstanding any return to WFTCloud or destruction of the Information. 
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1. Introduction 

WFT Cloud is the leading virtual private SAP cloud services provider for Intel-based IT infrastructure. It uses a 

combination of proprietary and off-the-shelf technologies to achieve the operational and economic efficiencies of 

tenfold the service levels at a fraction of the legacy cost. WFT Cloud technology and service offerings combine 

enterprise-class virtualization, servers and storage systems with top-tier data center facilities to deliver secure, 

scalable next generation virtual hosting and recovery services. WFT Cloud pay-as-you-grow model saves on capital 

expense, improves service levels over the legacy solutions and drives end-to-end cost and convenience benefits on 

behalf of mid-market organizations or self-directed divisions of global companies. 

WFT Cloud is uniquely positioned as first certified partner in the world to enjoy the prestigious “SAP Certified Cloud 

Services Partner” designation and discipline from SAP and has used its operational expertise to deliver the largest 

virtual private cloud SAP landscape in the market. 

XXXX is a SAP Partner with proven track record of successfully delivering SAP ERP Solutions for Middle East. XXXX 

help customers to achieve their business goals and take them to new frontiers of understanding and excellence, 

creating a platform for their business growth and improvement. 

Currently XXXX is helping customers to implement SAP ERP solutions. XXXX provides innovative and cost effective 

solutions to their customers. XXXX understand the challenges faced with SAP infrastructure scalability, Operational 

support and cost of operations. 

XXXX partnered with WFTCloud to provide their customers with cost effective scalable SAP Cloud solutions. WFT 

provides proposal for XXXX INFOTECH to help migrate, consolidate and operate customers SAP landscape on WFT 

Cloud for improved scalability, operational efficiency and reduced cost of operating SAP landscape. 

The following Statement of Work (SOW) outlines an agreement between Wharfedale Technologies Inc. (WFT Cloud) 

and XXXX. WFT agrees to work under contract to XXXX as defined within the scope and terms and conditions of this 

SOW. 

 

2. Key Differentiator - Summary 

WFT’s uniquely flexible “SAP architect and delegate” methodology offers a proven, high impact, two-step process to 

leverage the emerging IT trends: 

• Step 1: You design infrastructure and application architecture using distributed virtual private cloud services 

(IaaS) 

– User deployment 

– Feature/function topology 

– Geographic reach 
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• Step 2: You delegate the design execution and maintenance while controlling technology roadmap and total 

cost of ownership 

– Just-in-time SAP resource provisioning 

– Infrastructure-as-a-Service (subscription) 

– SLA-driven strategic relationship 

 

 

2.1. LEVERAGING SAP PRIVATE CLOUD INVESTMENTS 

WFTCloud pioneering record in enterprise-class virtualization, coupled with our status as a certified SAP Cloud 

Services Partner, make WFTCloud a uniquely qualified provider of next generation SAP Hosting. 

• WFTCloud proprietary advantage and IP using distributed virtual resource cluster technology, operationally 

supported by the proven expertise of former SAP talent (80+ production systems) 

• 325x advantage on data center productivity vs. legacy/co-lo hosting, enabling next generation benefits to 

deliver SAP application as a service, maintaining technology roadmap control 

• Hassle-free “limo-ride” to SAP Application in virtual private cloud, including automated on-boarding and 

WAN/MPLS acceleration, with business focus on easy end-user experience, retaining SAP advantages of 

transparent integration, robust functionality and flexible configuration 

• 100% success in high availability and system recovery and 100% customer retention, with just-in-time 

resource provisioning using infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS, subscription-based) and SLA-driven strategic 

relationship. 
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At a high level, WFTCloud envisions the following Roles and Responsibilities (see proposed terms, conditions and 

details in the subsequent sections, to be discussed fully with the Wharfedale Technologies team): 

• XXXX INFOTECH FZ LLC (DUBAI) to focus on core business value, user experience and application roadmap, 

including application performance objectives and operational efficiencies 

• WFTCloud to deliver SAP Applications in virtual private cloud, with flexibility to align unified support 

discipline across IaaS delivery, Basis and a fully managed AMS, as needed, with predictable economics. 

• Rapidly available DEV and QUALITY environments ready for on-boarding with SAP Application baseline sets 

to accelerate deployment times, leveraging one Basis lead and a proven strategic relationship to deliver 

manifold value 

Some of WFTCloud additional operational advantages include: 

• Flexibility to fine-tune SAP production and ancillary compute resources with minimal downtime 

• Rapid provisioning with no delay for hardware procurement 

• Ability to clone and copy SAP systems quickly and affordably; this is particularly useful for: 

o Diagnosing problems that can only be reproduced in Production or copies of Production 

o Creating and refreshing training systems 

• No buy-back/termination fees for temporary systems 

• Ability to inexpensively provision small systems for secure network endpoints such as 

o Secure web dispatchers 

o Proxy servers 

o Mail gateways 

o SAP Routers 

• Disaster recovery solution built into virtualized, geographically dispersed infrastructure (Optional for 

customers based on requirement) 

• Integrated Total Quality Commitment for service delivery across IaaS, Basis and AMS 
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2.2. PROVEN EFFICIENCIES IN SAP STACK OPERATIONS 

WFTCloud assigns a Basis technical lead to own the delivery of the Basis platform. The Basis technical lead is backed 

up by the rest of WFTCloud Basis team, database administrators, network architects, virtualization experts, and OS 

administrators. 

 

 

WFTCloud comprehensive support extends to for all SAP components including ABAP stack, Java stack, TREX, Content 

Server, LiveCache, BusinessObjects, SAProuter, Web Dispatcher, and the SAP Unwired Platform. As part of the 
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support fabric, WFTCloud unified incident management includes 24x7 coverage, time and severity-based 

escalations, comprehensive SAP stack monitoring (Integrated with tools, deep database monitoring, ABAP, Java 

performance indicators, application component availability, and reporting and trending. 

 

 

 

WFTCloud services could offer further benefits including individually tailored, tunable ancillary infrastructure, 

configurable Basis platform, and hardened, tailored security. These additional configurations may optionally include 

loosely coupled or private networked integration with existing corporate landscape (on premise or on-cloud), secure 

optimized and accelerated MPLS/VPN, SAProuter mediated connectivity, enabling BI, PI/XI integration or interfacing 

with heterogeneous systems, LDAP, CUA integration with user administrators and single sign-on options. 

2.3. ADVANTAGES OF USING WFTCLOUD VS PUBLIC CLOUD PROVIDERS (PCP’S) 

Most PCP use proprietary technology which uses File Imaging which is not common format which is supported by 

Industries Best Practices where in WFTCloud uses industry accepted virtualization technology and the migration to 

PCP needs conversion to specific file format wherein WFTCloud use virtual cloud technology with Templates to port 

SAP directly with minimal or no downtime. WFTCloud protects the investments made by customer in building on 

industry best Technology for future migration to different cloud Providers seamlessly. 

Public Cloud Providers (PCP) only provides IAAS (Infrastructure as a Service) where as WFTCloud provides IAAS and 

PAAS (Platform as a Service) with their service model. 
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3. XXXX Customer’s SAP Landscape Architecture 

In a preferred configuration, XXXX customer would gain a Virtual Private cloud solution to manage and operate a 

virtually hosted x86-based SAP environment as a single, private platform for its SAP Landscape infrastructure. At 

steady state, the solution should be operated as a service (IaaS) on behalf based on service level agreements (SLAs), 

including datacenters, perimeter security and networking, bandwidth and systems monitoring, storage area network 

and processing systems, operating system management and Basis support. 

3.1. DESCRIPTION OF CLOUD HOSTING AND MANAGED SERVICES 

One-time Cloud Hosting Start-up Activities 

 (completed per agreed delivery schedule) 

• Implementation plan and timeline 

• Dedicated Senior Delivery Manager 

• Provisioning of WFTCloud resources for SAP IaaS Solution 

o Specified footprint, networking and bandwidth within N+2™ replicated, hosted infrastructure 

 Virtualized infrastructure with dynamic compute provisioning 

 Servers providing high availability services 

 Zero downtime hardware upgrades 

 Enterprise class, disk storage 

 Scalable network bandwidth 

• Provisioning of SAP IaaS solution 

o Virtual SAP Single Tier landscape 

 Development plus ancillary severs 

• Infrastructure 

o Initial proposed agreed SAP Landscape will be finalized as soon as the contract is signed 

• Deployment based on the implementation plan 

• Testing, validation and acceptance under WFTCloud Total Quality (WTQ) process 

o WTQ is the internal quality assurance activity occurring prior to system delivery. Internal and 

external access validation, administration accounts creation, monitoring parameters 

established. 

o WFTCloud Support Center System, Roles & Responsibility Matrix & co-developed Run Book 

will be key documents driving the WTQ process. 
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3.2 Landscape Information 

1  

Server name: 

CPU: 

Memory: 

Operating System: 

Persistent Storage: 

SNAPSHOT STORAGE: 

Database: 

SAPS: 

SAP ECC 6.0 CI with DB 

4 cores 

16 GB 

Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 

Total 500GB with 120GB SSD 

600GB 

SQL Server 

8500 

    

2 
 

Server name: 

CPU: 

Memory: 

Operating System: 

Persistent Storage: 

SNAPSHOT STORAGE: 

SAPS: 

SAP ECC 6.0 APP SVR 1 

4 cores 

8 GB 

Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 

Total 350GB with 120GB SSD 

500GB 

3500 

    

3  

Server name: 

CPU: 

Memory: 

Operating System: 

Persistent Storage: 

SNAPSHOT STORAGE: 

Database: 

SAPS: 

SAP CRM 7.0 

6 cores 

24 GB 

Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 

Total 300GB 

Not Required 

SQL Server 

N/A 

    

4  

Server name: 

CPU: 

Memory: 

Operating System: 

Persistent Storage: 

SNAPSHOT STORAGE: 

Database: 

SAPS: 

SAP BW 7.31 

8 cores 

24 GB 

Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 

Total 550GB with 250GB SSD 

750GB 

SQL Server 

12000 
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Steady State Hosting Activities (over the term) 

• WFTCloud shall maintain multiple geographically diverse data centers. XXXX customer's SAP Landscape 

environment will be implemented at WFT data center. These environments will have equivalent 

compute, facilities capabilities and performance characteristics. 

• WFTCloud Infrastructure to support XXXX customer’s SAP IaaS environment 

• Monitoring and OS level maintenance of all provisioned servers (SAP IaaS). 

• WFT will perform all OS maintenance and OS patch management as part of steady state activities. The 

change control and approval process will be defined and agreed upon during the implementation 

period. 

• Backups 

o SAP will be backed up to Disks using standard SAP backup tool 

o Nightly incremental, weekly full server level backups for all servers 

o Local Recovery time objective (RTO) of 6 hours for PRD 

o Recovery point objective (RPO), the back-up from prior night, archived for one (1) week on 

rotating basis 

• Support for the steady state infrastructure activities 

• SLAs: 

o DEV/ TEST (QA) shall mean 99.0% availability and Production at 99.95% (unplanned 

downtime) for IaaS availability for SAP Landscape 

• Account Management 

o Monthly status report and on-premise meeting (if required) 

o SLA performance metrics report 

o Single point of contact 

o Quarterly contract review 
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4. Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity 

WFTCloud second most significant focus area and revenue line is driven by the next generation, virtual private cloud 

disaster recovery and business continuity solutions. This uniquely enables its customers to take advantage of the 

corresponding deep domain expertise, resources and process discipline. 

As noted in steady state activities section, WFTCloud shall maintain multiple geographically diverse data centers. If 

XXXX INFOTECH customer needs their SAP environment to be replicated to a Disaster Site WFTCloud has the ability 

to implement a DR at additional cost. 

 

5. Timeline and Implementation Strategy 

Generally, WFTCloud infrastructure resources are provisioned within 24 hours of request dynamically within 

commercially reasonable parameters. WFTCloud is very flexible to work within XXXX’s implementation schedule. 

5.1. ORGANIZATIONAL AND STAFFING PLAN 

5.1.1. Senior Delivery Lead 

WFTCloud assigns a dedicated Sr. Delivery Lead to ensure total quality project delivery management and 

execution. This function has the primary responsibility to drive agreed upon milestones and communicate with 

executive, business and technical teams for all project stakeholders. 

5.1.2. Infrastructure Team 

The Senior Delivery Lead is backed up by a broad array of technical experts: 

 database administrators 

 network architects 

 WAN acceleration and MPLS experts 

 Storage experts 

 Cloud experts 

 OS administrators 

 SAP Basis administrator 

5.1.3. Customer Support Center 

WFTCloud Customer Support Center provides 12x5x365 (GST Time) responses to incidents, with triage, 

routing and escalation to appropriate second- and third-level support. 
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6. Economic Considerations and Costs 

At WFT Cloud, we are strive towards providing our customers, the most competitive pricing based on current market 

standards. The prices quoted below are indicative of the current trending rates and may be subject to change 

depending on additional factors which may be out of the scope of this quote. 

 
 

$873/month* $812/month* 

 
 

 
 

Availability : 96% Quality of Service : 98% Availability : 98% Quality of Service : 99% 

    

  

$769/MONTH* $933/MONTH* 

 
 

 
 

Availability : 98% Quality of Service : 100% Availability : 100% Quality of Service : 98% 

    

 

CONFIGURATION* FOOTPRINT START TERM NRCᴥ 

SAP Landscape Cloud Hosting 
SAP Landscape 

(Refer Annexure) 
11-09-2014 3 Years $734 

Notes:  ᴥ  – One time – Non-recurring 
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7. Appendix A – Proposed Commercial, SLA and Legal Terms 

PART A.  NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and other valuable consideration the parties, 

intending to be legally bound hereunder, hereby agree as follows: 

1. Delivery of CLOUD Solution.  WFTCloud shall deliver the CLOUD Solution to Customer as specified in Schedule A.  

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, WFTCloud hereby grants to Customer a limited, non-

exclusive, personal, non-transferable right and license to use the CLOUD Solution, including the WFTCloud 

Technology included therein.   

 2. Fees; Initial Payment. Customer shall pay WFTCloud the monthly base service fee (the “Base Service Fee”) 

specified in Schedule A for each month of this Agreement.  Concurrent with the execution and delivery of this 

Agreement, Customer shall pay the Startup Fee specified in Schedule A of this Agreement. Customer may purchase 

additional services according to the pricing schedule designated in Schedule A or as specified through a statement 

of work (“SOW”) by completing purchase orders in a form provided by WFTCloud for this purpose.  

3. Payment Terms. Customer shall make all future payments required under this Agreement within thirty (30) days 

of receipt of WFTCloud invoice therefore, without setoff, deduction, or counterclaim.  Any and all billing disputes 

shall be resolved within thirty (30) days. WFTCloud may charge and Customer shall pay interest on amounts not paid 

by Customer when due at a rate of 2.5% per month or the highest rate permitted by applicable law, whichever is 

lower.    

4. Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and continue as specified in Schedule A. 

Thereafter, this Agreement shall automatically renew for successive one-year periods unless written notice is given 

by either party not less than 90 days prior to the expiration of the initial term or the then-current renewal term. 

Either party may terminate this Agreement upon written notice to the other party in the event of a material breach 

of this Agreement by such other party that remains uncured for 60 days following written notice thereof by the 

terminating party.  Upon the expiration or earlier termination of this Agreement (i) all licenses granted hereunder 

shall be immediately terminated, and (ii) any amounts owed to WFTCloud by Customer hereunder shall be 

immediately due and owning.  The provisions of this Part I Section 4 and all of Part II shall survive any expiration or 

termination of this Agreement.  

5. Service Level Agreement.  This SLA Section provides the rights and remedies regarding the performance of the 

WFTCloud and related Facilities:  

 (a)  Uptime. WFTCloud shall provide and maintain a PLATINUM-LEVEL (as defined in Schedule A) network and 

server uptime service level. This uptime percentage is calculated monthly, using solely the WFTCloud 

monitoring systems or the WFTCloud authorized monitoring services.  If WFTCloud fails to meet its PLATINUM-

LEVEL uptime service level due to the circumstances not listed within one of the exceptions below, Credit will 

be made available to Customer on a case by case basis upon written request by Customer as a result of a 

mutually agreed review of the monthly performance data.    

(b)   Exceptions. Customer shall receive no Credit under this SLA in connection with any failure or deficiency of 

the WFTCloud network caused by or associated with any one or more of the following events, be managed in 

accordance with this SLA:  
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 i. Circumstances beyond WFTCloud reasonable control, including the Force Majeure provisions of this 

agreement, or delay in telecommunications or third party services, failure of third party software or 

inability to obtain equipment and supplies needed for provision of the SLA;  

ii. Telco Failure (i.e., Tier-1 Provider cutting a fiber line somewhere);  

iii. Backbone peering point issues (e.g., Tier-1 Provider having a router go down in Virginia that wipes out 

internet service for the entire East Coast);  

iv. Scheduled maintenance for hardware or software upgrades within the WFTCloud, as published 

according to scheduled windows which shall be mutually agreed upon in advance between WFTCloud 

and Customer.  Said schedules shall be provided by WFTCloud on a monthly basis;   

v. Hardware failure, while rare, cannot be predicted or avoided;  

vi. Software defects causing security issues or downtime;   

vii. DNS issues not within the direct control of WFTCloud;   

viii. Network floods, hacks, attacks from outside parties or individuals.  Notwithstanding this, WFTCloud shall 

use the best common industry standards and practices in protecting its Facilities.  

ix. Failure of any WFTCloud monitoring or measurement system to report accurately;  

x. Customer's acts or omissions, including without limitation, any negligence, willful misconduct, or use of 

WFTCloud service(s) in breach of WFTCloud Service Guidelines (“WSG”), by Customer or others 

authorized by Customer.  

(c) Connectivity.  WFTCloud shall make available the WFTCloud network to Customer free of outages under the 

PLATINUM-LEVEL service level. An "Outage” is defined as an instance in which Customer is unable to transmit 

and receive IP packets due to a WFTCloud service failure for more than 15 consecutive minutes, excluding 

service failures relating to WFTCloud scheduled maintenance and upgrades. The WFTCloud network does not 

include Customer premises equipment or any Telco access facilities connecting Customer's premises to such 

infrastructure. WFTCloud shall keep Average Round-Trip Latency on the WFTCloud network to 85 milliseconds 

or less. The “Average Round-Trip Latency” means with respect to a given month, the average time required for 

round-trip packet transfers between the WFTCloud network and major US backbone peering points during such 

month, as measured by WFTCloud. WFTCloud shall keep the Average Packet Loss on the WFTCloud network to 

1% or less. The “Average Packet Loss” means with respect to a given month, the average percentage of IP 

packets transmitted on the WFTCloud network during such month that are not successfully delivered, as 

measured by WFTCloud.    

(d) Measurement.  WFTCloud will periodically, on average every five (5) minutes monitor WFTCloud network 

and server availability using software and hardware components capable of measuring application traffic and 

responses. Customer acknowledges that such measurements may not measure the exact path traversed by 

Customer's internet connection, and that such measurements constitute measurements across the WFTCloud 

network but not other networks to which Customer may connect. WFTCloud reserves the right to periodically 

change its measurement points and methodologies without any notice.   
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 (e) Hardware Failure.  While faulty hardware is rare, its failure cannot be predicted or avoided. In the event of 

a WFTCloud hardware failure, WFTCloud will ensure to replace all faulty hardware affecting performance levels 

of equipment within forty-eight (48) hours, which includes hardware issues causing server crashes or speed 

bottlenecks. Hardware failure resulting in complete network/server outage/downtime will be corrected within 

two (2) hours of problem identification; WFTCloud shall use reasonable commercial efforts to resolve the 

outage during this time. Router failures are not covered under this SLA and may require on-site 3rd party 

engineers or backbone provider emergency personnel to correct the problem.   

(f) Credits. Credit requests must be made via email to support@WFTCloud.com, when practical. Each request 

in connection with network or server Downtime must be received by WFTCloud within thirty (30) days of the 

occurrence, when practical. Each request in connection with Average Round-Trip Latency or Average Packet 

Loss events in a calendar month must be received by WFTCloud within five (5) days after the end of such month. 

The total amount credited to a Customer for WFTCloud not meeting SLA service levels will not exceed the 

service fees paid by Customer to WFTCloud for such services for the period in question. Each validly requested 

credit would be applied to a Customer invoice within 30 days after WFTCloud receipt of such request. Credits 

are exclusive of any applicable taxes charged to Customer or collected by WFTCloud. Upon Customer's request 

(in accordance with the procedure set forth below), WFTCloud will issue a credit to Customer for 

network/server outages/downtime occurring during any calendar month that are reported by Customer to 

WFTCloud and confirmed by WFTCloud's measurement reporting. Such credit will be equal to one day's worth 

(1/30th) of the monthly fees paid by Customer, (for all service fees paid if network outage, or specific affected 

service fees paid if individual server downtime) multiplied by each hour (or portion thereof rounded to nearest 

next hour) of the cumulative duration of such outage/downtime.   

(g)  General. WFTCloud reserves the right to amend this SLA, subject to Customer’s approval which shall not be 

unreasonably withheld. Except as set forth in this SLA, WFTCloud makes no representations regarding the 

availability or performance of the WFTCloud network or servers. Specific terms of this SLA may be adjusted on 

a case by case basis by the specific Service Agreement signed and agreed by Customer. In the event of an 

inconsistency between the terms in this SLA and the Service Agreement, the Service Agreement terms shall 

prevail. The Service Agreement agreed by Customer supersedes this SLA and Service Agreement terms are so 

in effect, including, but not limited to, the limitations of liability.   

(h) WFTCloud Support Center.  WFTCloud shall provide support via its central support organization, WFTCloud.  

Problem reports and requests for service shall be logged and tracked by WFTCloud SC™ portal and people, with 

the following Service Availability:  All problem reports and requests for service must be submitted via the 

WFTCloud support center and must be accompanied by documentation via e-mail (when practical) sufficient 

to replicate the problem to comply with the committed response and escalation guidelines (Service Level 

Guidelines).  Failure to comply with this support submission process shall be a material breach hereunder.  

Customer agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to assist WFTCloud with its diagnosis of any reported 

problem.  
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i. Service Level Guidelines 

 

Priority 

 

Production Impact 

 

Response Time 

 

Target Resolution 

1 - Fatal 
Stopped No known work 
around 

30 minutes 4 hours 

2 - Critical 
Significantly impaired, but 
operational. No reasonable 
work around 

1 hour 8 hours 

3 - Serious 
Impaired. Reasonable work 
around. Moderate customer 
impact. 

4 hours 24 hours 

4 - Minor 
Impaired. Reasonable work 
around Low customer 
impact 

24 hours 48 hours 

5 - Request 
Enhancement.  Out of 
Scope 

As needed case by case 

 

 

 

ii. Escalation Guidelines: 

For WFTCloud 

Level 1 – Response time not met, contact Account Lead 

Level 2 – No response 1 hour after Level 1, contact COO 

Level 3 – No response 1 hour after Level 2, contact CTO 
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PART B – General Legal Terms   

1. Joint Representations and Warranties. WFTCloud and Customer each hereby represents and warrants to the other 

that (i) it has the requisite right, power, and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform its obligations 

hereunder, (ii) it knows of no law or regulation that would prohibit it from entering into and performing this 

Agreement, or that would conflict with this Agreement, and (iii) this Agreement has been executed by its duly 

authorized representative.    

2. Indemnification.  Each party shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other party and its affiliates, 

employees, agents, and representatives from and against any and all costs, liabilities, losses, and expenses (including, 

without limitation, attorneys’ fees) resulting from any claim, suit, action, or proceeding brought by a third party 

against such other party and its affiliates, employees, agents, or representatives, arising out of any breach of any of 

its representations, warranties, covenants, or agreements set forth in this Agreement.  The failure of a party to 

provide to the other party notice of any such claim, suit, action, or proceeding shall not relieve it of its obligations 

hereunder, except to the extent that it shall have been materially prejudiced by such failure.    

3. Disclaimer of Warranties.  The CLOUD Solution and the WFTCloud Technology employed therein are provided to 

Customer on an “as is,” “with all faults” basis.  Except for the express SLA warranties contained in this agreement, 

no party makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the CLOUD Solution or the 

WFTCloud Technology or any other matter covered by this Agreement.  All other warranties, including, without 

limitation, the implied warranties of title, non-infringement, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, as well 

as any warranties, express or implied, relating to accuracy, freedom from interference with enjoyment, or fitness of 

resulting work product, are hereby expressly disclaimed.  

4. Limitation of Liability.  Neither party shall be liable to the other for any consequential, special, indirect, incidental, 

punitive, or exemplary damages (including, without limitation, lost profits, lost savings or loss of goodwill) suffered 

or incurred in connection with the exercise of any rights or licenses granted hereunder, or the performance or 

nonperformance of any obligations imposed hereunder, even if the parties have been advised of the possibility of 

such damages.  The foregoing limitation of liability reflects deliberate and bargained for allocation of risks and is 

intended to be independent of any exclusive remedies.  In no event shall WFTCloud liability to Customer exceed the 

total fees paid by Customer hereunder, during the four month period immediately preceding the first event giving 

rise to any such liability.   

5. No Agency.  Each party is an independent contractor.  Nothing herein shall be construed as creating any agency, 

partnership, or other form of joint enterprise between WFTCloud and Customer.  

6. Non-Disclosure; Use of Names.  Neither party shall disclose any of the terms, conditions, or provisions of this 

Agreement (including any pricing or other information contained in any Exhibit hereto) without the prior written 

consent of the other party.     

7. Governing Law; Arbitration.  This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance with the laws of 

the State of Delaware, without regard to choice of law principles.  Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or 

relating to this Agreement, or the breach, termination, or invalidity thereof (each, a "Dispute") shall first be referred 

by the parties to their respective senior-level executives, or their designees, for attempted resolution through good 

faith negotiations.  Any Disputes that cannot be settled by negotiation between the parties or mediation shall be 
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finally settled by arbitration under the then-current Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration 

Association (“AAA Rules”).  In the event of any conflict between the AAA Rules and this Agreement, the provisions 

of this Agreement shall govern.  The arbitral tribunal shall consist of three arbitrators; one arbitrator being appointed 

by each party, and the third arbitrator being selected, within 15 days of the date of appointment of the second 

arbitrator, by agreement of such two arbitrators selected by the parties.  If any of the arbitrators shall not be 

appointed within the time limits specified above, the American Arbitration Association at the written request of 

either party shall appoint such arbitrator.  Any arbitration proceedings will take place in New Jersey, NJ.  The award 

of the arbitrators shall be by majority vote, shall be in writing and shall set forth the facts found by the arbitrators to 

exist.  The arbitrators are authorized to grant pre-award and post-award interest at commercial rates.  

NOTWITHSTANDING OTHER PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT WHICH MAY BE INTERPRETED TO THE CONTRARY, 

THE ARBITRATORS APPOINTED HEREIN SHALL NOT HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO GRANT DAMAGES TO EITHER PARTY 

THAT ARE DISCLAIMED OR LIMITED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.  Aside from the arbitrators’ fees and costs, which shall 

be shared equally by the parties unless the arbitrators for good cause determine otherwise, each party will be 

responsible for paying its own fees and costs (including attorney’s fees) incurred in connection with such arbitration. 

The award of any such arbitral tribunal shall be final and binding upon the parties, and judgment upon the award 

may be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction or application may be made to any court of competent 

jurisdiction for judicial acceptance or confirmation of the award.  Neither party shall seek recourse to a court of law 

to appeal for revision of the award.  

8. Assignment; Binding Effect; Parties in Interest.  This Agreement may not be assigned by either party without the 

prior written consent of the other party and any such purported assignment shall be null and void, provided, 

however, that either party may assign this Agreement in connection with a consolidation, merger, or sale of 

substantially all of its assets to which this Agreement relates, without the consent of the other party. Assignment of 

this agreement by either party to an affiliate must require prior written approval.  This Agreement shall be binding 

upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective permitted successors and assigns.    

9. Force Majeure.  Neither party shall be responsible for any failure to perform its obligations hereunder to the extent 

such failure is due to causes beyond its reasonable control (each a “Force Majeure”), including, without limitation, 

acts of God, terrorism, war, riot, embargoes, acts of civil or military authorities, denial of or delays in processing of 

export license applications, fire, floods, earthquakes, accidents, strikes, or fuel crises, provided that such party gives 

prompt written notice thereof to the other party.  The time for performance shall be extended for a period equal to 

the duration of the Force Majeure.  

10. Severability; Enforcement.  If any provision of this Agreement is held by a tribunal of competent jurisdiction to 

be illegal, invalid, or otherwise unenforceable in any jurisdiction, then to the fullest extent permitted by law (i) the 

same shall not affect the other provisions of this Agreement, (ii) such provision shall be deemed modified to the 

extent necessary in the tribunal’s opinion to render such provision enforceable, and the rights and obligations of the 

parties shall be construed and enforced accordingly, preserving to the fullest extent the intent of the parties as set 

forth herein, and (iii) such finding of invalidity, illegality, or unenforceability shall not affect the validity, legality, or 

enforceability of such provision in any other jurisdiction. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the disclaimers of 

warranties and the limitations of liability in Sections 3 and 5 of this Part II are considered by the parties to be integral 

to this Agreement and shall not be modified or severed from this Agreement.  
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11. Entire Agreement; Amendment.  This Agreement contains the entire understanding of the parties with respect 

to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior agreements, oral or written, and all other prior or 

contemporaneous communications between the parties.  Except as expressly set forth herein, this Agreement may 

not be amended, modified, or supplemented except under the execution and delivery of a written agreement 

executed by the parties hereto.  No term or provision of this Agreement shall be deemed waived and no breach 

excused unless such waiver or consent is in writing and signed by the party claimed to have waived or consented.   

12. Headings.  The section and paragraph headings contained in this Agreement are for reference purposes only and 

shall not affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement.  

13. Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an 

original and all of which together shall constitute one instrument.   

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties have caused this Agreement to be 

executed by their duly authorized representatives set forth below as of the Effective Date.   

 

XXXX        Wharfedale Technologies Inc.  

By: ______________________________       By: ________________________________  

Name:       Name: Ganesh Radhakrishnan, CEO 

 

Date: ___________________________        Date: ______________________________  
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Contact Information 

GANESH RADHAKRISHNAN 
CEO 

 MAHESH REDDY 
CTO 

 RAJEEV MENON 
VP 

 

 

 

 

 

Tel +1 (732) 319-2691 

ganeshva@wftus.com 

 Tel +1 (646) 552-8932 

mreddy@wftus.com 

 Tel +1 (732) 429-4804 

mrajeev@wftus.com 

 

Company Information 

Wharfedale Technologies Inc. 

2850 Brunswick Pike, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648 

Telephone: 1-888-533-3113 

Email: info@wftus.com 

www.wftcloud.com 

 

 

 

 

 


